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MARCH HOURS
MON–THU 10:00 AM–5:00 PM
FRI–SAT 10:00 AM–7:00 PM
SUN 10:00 AM–6:00 PM

Extended hours! Open until 8 p.m. on Friday nights, March 15, 22 and 29. Hours subject to change. Please check our website when planning your visit.

MARCH 2013 SCHEDULE

Enjoy our year-long salute!

IMAX Films & Planetarium Show Schedule Inside

1875 El Prado • San Diego

Celebrate with us on 3.14 Pi Day

Pi Day

And more! Look inside.

1875 El Prado • San Diego

www.rhfleet.org • 619.238.1233
March IMAX Films & Planetarium Shows in the Eugene Heikoff and Marilyn Jacobs Heikoff Dome Theater

Show schedule is subject to change. Always check rhfleet.org or call (619) 238-1233 when planning your visit for the most up-to-date information. [Listen in Spanish while the show plays in English. Ask for a complimentary headset at the Ticket Counter.]

**FLIGHT OF THE BUTTERFLIES**

In Flight of the Butterflies, you’ll join hundreds of millions of real monarch butterflies on a perilous and extraordinary journey while following more than 100 scientists’ 40-year search to find the monarchs’ secret hideaway. (44 min.)

**TO THE ARCTIC**

To the Arctic takes you on a never-before-seen journey into the lives of a mother polar bear and her two-seven-month-old cubs as they navigate the changing Arctic wilderness they call home. Sponsored locally by ScholarShare College Savings Plan. (45 min.)

**ROCKY MOUNTAIN EXPRESS**

The first Wednesday of each month.

**THE SKY TONIGHT—WEDNESDAY, MARCH 6—**

“Collisions in the Cosmos.” Collisions occur in space all the time, on many different scales. Tons of interplanetary debris hits the Earth’s atmosphere every day, but does anything large ever get through? Have we witnessed collisions on other planets? Can galaxies collide? A professional astronomer leads the Sky Tonight lecture portion.

**MARCH 10—**

**“Exploring Ethics”** Environmental changes can have profound impacts on the spread of infectious diseases. Find out what may lie ahead for us, and what might be done to reduce the impact of impending changes. In conjunction with the Center for Ethics in Science and Technology, the Fleet welcomes guests to encounter science from an ethical viewpoint. 5:30–7PM. Free, registration required. Call (858) 822-2647 or email: ethicscenter@ucsd.edu.

**MARCH 14—PI DAY AT THE FLEET**

Celebrate Pi Day (3.14) at the Fleet! Help create a paper chain spiral of pi. At the Pi Ku poem wall, visitors are invited to create their own pi ku poems and put them up for display on our poem wall. Visitors who wish to add a second film or a planetarium show to their Fleet experience pay the special Pi Day price of just $3.14 today only! 11AM–4PM, Pi Day activities included with admission.

**MARCH 15—**

**“Science on the Rocks.”** Science on the Rocks is an after-hours party for adults 21 and older, packed with fun, drinks, dancing, music, activities and more. March’s theme, celebrating Pi Day (3.14) and Einstein’s birthday, is “Pizza, Pinot and Pi!” Thursday, March 14, at 6:30PM; tickets for this adults-only party are on sale now through Eventbrite and at the Fleet ticket counter for $15-$20. If not sold out, tickets at the door will be $25; no discounts apply.

**MARCH 16—**

**Science Family Day in Balboa Park** is the kick-off to the San Diego Science and Engineering Festival. Get your hands on science at the Fleet with free gallery admission or $9.50 gallery + 1 theater show admission for children 12 and under, accompanied by a paying adult, all day. Science Family Day activities will go 11AM–3PM inside the Fleet and are included with admission. In Rocky Landing, visitors can attempt to design and create their own parachute and container that will safely land cargo on the rocky terrain target in the Tinkering Studio. Kids five and under can search for rocks that are out-of-this-world with our Space Rock Detective activity in Kid City. See robots in action at the Fleet thanks to Correia Middle School’s FIRST Tech Challenge (FTC) robotics team, the Robo Chicks. Additionally, outdoors on the Prado, the Fleet invites park visitors to create craters and investigate impacts.

**17 MARZO—IMAX EN ESPAÑOL**

**Viajes Extraordinarios** nos presenta el cinco de las más inusuales, largas, extenuantes y divertidas migraciones animales en la Tierra. La película capta los dramas de vida o muerte que tienen que enfrentar en sus increíbles viajes las monarca, las aves migratorias, las ballenas grises, los cangrejos rojos y las cebras. (Duración: 40 minutos) 6PM: $15.75/adultos/adults, $12.75/niños y tercer edad/children and seniors.